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alka yagnik has worked with many of the finest filmmakers of the hindi film industry such as mahesh
bhatt, gulzar, mani ratnam and amol palekar. she has sung in more than 25 movies, of which some

of the most popular are mere pehla sath from aashiqui (1990), jhankaar from payal ki jhankaar
(1980) and ek do teen from tezaab (1988). alka yagnik has won three national film awards and a

filmfare award in the best female playback singer category. naya daur was directed by tapan sinha.
it stars a large cast of mostly veteran actors. the film was a moderate success. this was the last film
in which dilip kumar was seen as the hero before his retirement. the film was a milestone in every

way. from its undisputedly popular soundtrack to the performances of all three leads, kishore kumar,
dilip kumar, vyjayanthimala, it is the only film which won the best film award at filmfare for the year

1957. it also marked the film debut of an 18 year old asha bhosle, who was in fact one of the
youngest singers in indian cinema. born of a gomia family, her career saw a meteoric rise after her
debut in 1957 with naya daur, and the success of the film helped put her on the map as one of the
leading playback singers of the '60s and '70s. the song that put her on the map was the title track,

naya daur, an excellent composition sung with a great deal of feeling and an equally spirited
performance by rafi. the song was composed by o p nayyar, who got the composer's award for the
song. it was the first song composed by op nayyar for a major film. the song's success gave rafi his

first taste of the limelight and a goldmine to mine.
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babli is a very popular music director of hindustani classical music. he has given many iconic songs
like preet ke daak mein, tumse milke karo sune, jaane ki baat di woh meri jaan from the movie

baghban (1973), yaadon ki baarat from the movie yaadon ki baarat (1973). he has sung with many
singers including ustad fazal ghaffar, ustad bade ghulam ali khan and meena kapoor. some of his

popular songs are jab se tujhe bata diya from baghban (1973), mera milawat tumse nikal kar (from
tumse milke karo sune) from the movie tumse milke karo sune (1974) and meri paheli from shatranj
(1976). this year, as raazi, uri: the surgical strike and kesari among other hindi movies released, the
audience got brand new additions in their patriotic playlist. here, to make your work easier, we have
compiled an interesting playlist with as many as 33 songs oldest one first. the movie is the longest

running movie of all time. the film has not only been a financial success, but it has also been
consistently loved by the audience. the film was released on march 19, 1957, and it had a huge

impact on the society, particularly in rajasthan. in india, the film has been a massive hit with over
125 million people having seen it. the film has been termed as "the grandest hindi film ever made"

by many critics. the film stars rajendra kumar, mala sinha, kumari aunty, saeed jaffrey, ashok kumar,
feroz khan, sumitra devi, madan puri, neetu singh, amrish puri and birbal. the movie is adapted from
the epic of mahabharata. the music was composed by kalyanji anandji and the lyrics were written by

indeevar. 5ec8ef588b
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